Business Deposit
The small business sector is growing rapidly, which presents an
opportunity for you to deliver a unique solution to a flourishing
untapped market.

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
CAN BENEFIT FROM:

OnView Business Deposit gives businesses a way to transmit
checks using a smartphone, tablet, or desktop scanner, effectively
lowering operational costs for both you and your business
account holders. With our five device licensing model, business
owners can mix and match devices to coordinate with the various
roles of their employees. Business owners decide the best option
for their operations, whether it’s using the application exclusively
on smartphones, or using a combination of all three devices.
Furthermore, financial institutions can expand their market base
to encompass small businesses. OnView Business Deposit is
attractive to small business owners because their employees
can use devices they already have instead of investing in costly
scanners.

Scalable platform that supports growing
businesses and your financial institution’s
operations

OnView Business Deposit is easy and convenient for account
holders, while providing a comprehensive solution for financial
institutions. The role-based user management feature ensures
you can set a separation of duties among your staff for efficient
processing. On the back-end, all capture channels are funneled
into a web-based platform to streamline back-office processes.

An expanded market base
Automation that seamlessly captures,
validates, corrects, balances (optional),
and transmits deposits into the
integrated archive
Consistent back office and research
process for all checks, regardless of
capture entry point
Consolidation of channel data into one
remote deposit capture platform
Less in-branch foot traffic to reduce
operating costs
Rich data that can be easily analyzed to
make informed decisions
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Business Deposit
HELP LOCAL BUSINESSES THRIVE WITH ONVIEW BUSINESS DEPOSIT
The platform’s feature-rich tools help business owners quickly transmit checks, securely store images, and more.
By offering this intuitive application to business account holders, your institution can create a new source of
revenue and gain increased operational efficiency.

RESPONSIVE DESIGN
The responsive design feature allows the OnView
Business Deposit platform to adapt to varying
operating systems and screens, allowing business
owners to designate more flexible and interactive
devices to certain employee activities.

CONFIGURABLE THRESHOLDS
This smart feature allows you to protect your financial
institution from fraud while providing flexible limits
to business account holders. Set a low dollar limit to
review deposits, and set a high dollar limit to reject
deposits.

INSTANT CHECK VALIDATION AND FEEDBACK
Image quality automation technology is applied the
moment a user transmits a check. CAR/LAR, image
quality and usability assurance, automatic
re-orientation, and our Intelligent Repair Image
System (IRIS) verifies and repairs the image so
business account holders receive feedback and
validation instantly.

USER MANAGEMENT
Assigning user roles and restrictions is easy in the
OnView Business Deposit platform, which allows your
financial institution and business account holders to
efficiently run operations, secure information, and
reduce bandwidth.

MULTI-CHECK MOBILE DEPOSIT
Business account holders can capture multiple checks
in a single deposit to transmit quickly and minimize
the keying required.
INTUITIVE WORKFLOW
The fully automated image workflow seamlessly
captures, validates, corrects, balances (optional), and
transmits deposits into the integrated archive.
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DUPLICATE DETECTION
Our in-application, real-time duplicate detection works
with the integrated archive to catch duplicates before
the check enters your system. The depositor receives
instant feedback, allowing them to correct the error up
front.
MULTI-LOCATION
With the application’s customizable multi-location
feature, business owners can identify where an
employee is transmitting a check from. Additionally,
users can indicate which account they would like to
deposit.

